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Technologies Programme

ABSTRACT
The PERASPERA OG1 activity designs a Robot Control Operating System (RCOS) that can provide
adequate features and performance with space-grade Reliability, Availability, Maintainability and Safety (RAMS)
properties. The goal of the ESROCOS project is to provide an open-source framework, which assists in
the development of flight software for space robots. By providing an open standard, which can be used by
research labs and industry, it is expected that the Technology Readiness Level (TRL) can be raised more
efficiently, and vendor lock-in through proprietary environments can be reduced.

www.h2020-esrocos.eu

THE NEED FOR A SPACE RCOS
Several envisaged space missions have an important robotics component, for instance,
in planetary exploration or orbital servicing and assembly.
The space robotics community has identified the need for frameworks that support
the developments needed by these missions; one such framework is a Robot Control
Operating System (RCOS).
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Existing terrestrial robotics frameworks are either not open or not suitable for
critical applications. ESROCOS will provide an OPEN-SOURCE ROBOTICS
FRAMEWORK conceived to support the development of space robotics
systems with demanding Reliability, Availability, Maintainability and Safety (RAMS)
requirements, as well as other critical robotics applications, for instance, in nuclear
environments.

OBJECTIVES
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1. Develop a space-oriented RCOS, compatible with the standards and technologies
used in space systems: ECSS, PUS services, LEON processor, RTEMS
2. Integrate advanced modelling technologies: software and robot modelling
languages, correct-by-construction
3. Handle complex robotics applications: time and space partitioning
4. Avoid vendor lock-in: open-source
5. Leverage existing assets: build and integrate existing frameworks and tools,
consider legacy software
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6. Cross-pollinate with non-space applications: nuclear robotics

By involving the space robotics community during its definition and development, ESROCOS will provide a powerful and flexible
framework that can be adopted by the community.
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The EUROPEAN SPACE ROBOTICS CONTROL AND OPERATING SYSTEM (ESROCOS) proposed solution is
described by the next schematic architectural view.
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TIMELINE OF THE PROJECT

SCOPE OF WORK PER PARTNER
PARTNER

COUNTRY

Role in ESROCOS

GMV Aerospace & Defence SAU

ES

Administrative and technical coordination, OG’s interfacing, system requirements, RCOS
definition, interfaces coordination, tool integration, PUS services development and orbital
scenario demonstration

GERMAN RESEARCH CENTER FOR
ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE DFKI

DE

Robot modelling, test set-up, planetary exploration demonstrator and dissemination activities

UNIVERSITÉ GRENOBLE ALPES

FR

RAMS properties, formal verification and schedulability analysis

KATHOLIEKE UNIVERSITEIT LEUVEN

BE

Robot meta-modelling and integration of semantics for geometric transformations

Airbus Defence & Space Ltd

GB

Planetary exploration track: End-user requirements and validation of test results

DEUTSCHES ZENTRUM FÜR LUFT UND
RAUMFAHRT E.V.

DE

Orbital track: End-user requirements and validation of test results

GMVIS Skysoft SA

PT

Mixed-criticality approach for the three RCOS quality levels, drivers integration and qualification

INTERMODALICS BVBA

BE

ROS tools integration, EtherCAT integration and qualification

INSTITUT SUPERIEUR DE
L’AERONOAUTIQUE ET DE L’ESPACE

FR

Architectural modelling under AADL and Ocarina toolset adaptation

VTT TECHNICAL RESEARCH CENTRE OF
FINLAND LTD

FI

RAMS requirements, nuclear demonstrator with a subset of the ESROCOS solution

PERASPERA - Strategic Research Cluster (SRC) - Horizon 2020
The SRC Space Robotics Technologies,
initiated in 2014 by the European
Comission (EC) and being steered by
the PERASPERA grant Programme
Support Activity (PSA), aims
at advancing key space robotic
technologies for future on-orbit satellite
servicing and for planetary surface
exploration. The roadmap that has
been proposed by the PERASPERA
PSA has identified five building blocks
(OG1 to OG5) that will be the base of
future space robotics missions. These
building blocks have been defined for
their implementation through H2020
operational grants (OG) from 2016.

OG 1. Space Robot Control
Operating System
OG 2. Autonomy Framework
Time/Space/Resources Planning
and Scheduling
OG 3. Common Data Fusion
Framework
OG 4. Inspection Sensor Suite
OG 5. Modular Interfaces for
Robotic Handing of Payload
OG 6. Validation Platforms and
Test Fields

In order to maximize the combined effort of all the SRC operational grants, each OG proactively helps, from the very beginning, the
coherence among all the technological developments carried out in the frame of the space robotics SRC. This is done by agreeing
on common demonstration scenarios (for satellites orbital servicing and planetary surface exploration), provided by OG6, as well as
defining and agreeing on shared interfaces.
The projects of the 2016 call, OGs 1 to
6, establish the basic technologies that
lay at the beginning of a European space
robotics roadmap. The call in 2018 will
develop applied technologies specifically
targeting the orbital servicing and
assembly and the planetary exploration
tracks. A future call will complete the
precursor studies that will lead to
demonstration missions in the next
decade.

European Space Robotics Roadmap

QUESTIONS & ANSWERS
What is the Project designed to achieve?
The main goal is to develop a framework for the development of robotic applications in a lab environment, at
industry level and at space level (critical SW).This framework is based on the use of the latest technologies (use
of model-driven architecture, robotic modelling technologies, as well as IMA and
correct-by-design techniques).
Why is this project important for Europe?
It can foster the development of a new generation of robots, and it can ease the process of migrating laboratory
prototypes into products, both for space and terrestrial applications.
What is the impact of the projects in European citizens?
The need for robots in industry is increasing rapidly. ESROCOS will allow for safer robotics systems in several
domains where human safety is critical, like transport, nuclear, search & rescue, etc. A framework like the one
proposed can have a positive effect on the competitivy for the whole industry.
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